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Nuveen Investments, Inc.

OUR MISSION

To provide advisors and investors 

the highest quality investment 

solutions and results over time. 

OUR VALUES

Trust. Integrity. Discipline. Ingenuity. 

OUR PROMISE

Investment Quality



THE ROOTS OF NUVEEN INVESTMENTS

John Nuveen, Sr. founded his fi rm in Chicago in 1898 on the 

cusp of a new era. As the United States transformed from an 

agrarian society to a manufacturing giant throughout the 

twentieth century, Nuveen Investments helped lay the fi nancial 

groundwork for the nation’s economic emergence. 

The Sherman Hotel, ChicagoFrom its headquarters in the capital of the U.S. heartland, the 

fi rm was positioned to contribute to broad-ranging infrastructure 

development in transportation, energy, and communications. 

Nuveen channeled critical private investment into public works 

by underwriting municipal bonds, and then by managing the 

investments. A client-oriented corporate culture emerged, where 

entrepreneurs could tap sources of prudent investment capital. 

Th e municipal bond boutique grew incrementally, and by design, 

into a world-class, diversifi ed international investment fi rm. Still 

hard at work in its third century of existence, Nuveen persists with 

its proud and unique heritage of putting clients fi rst. 

NUVEEN TODAY  AND TOMORROW 

Nuveen’s specialized independent investment teams—

HydePark, Nuveen, NWQ, Santa Barbara, Symphony, 

Tradewinds, and Winslow Capital—refl ect the parent 

company’s legacy of quality investment service, resilient 

ethical behavior, and a long-term perspective.  

Building on its core values, Nuveen Investments continues 

to apply a disciplined investment process in the 21st century – 

responding wisely to clients’ needs in a time of accelerating 

global economic change. 

Nuveen’s reach is now global. Despite the world’s vast economic 

evolution since the 19th century, certain fundamentals remain the 

same. Whether the opportunity is in basic industry or high tech, 

Nuveen reprises a tested, research-based blueprint to analyze and 

seize upon opportunities that maximize risk-adjusted return.
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Specialized investment teams 
that refl ect the core values 
and principles investors expect 
from Nuveen Investments. 

Nuveen’s multi-boutique structure grants our clients 

access to world-class investment teams as they work 

across markets, investment styles, and asset classes. 

Th e breadth of expertise available throughout our 

organization positions us to help our clients move 

smartly toward their long-term fi nancial goals. 

We fl ourish when our investment teams do what they 

do best: manage client assets. Each team member, in 

its unique fashion, refl ects and reinforces the parent 

fi rm’s proven values and principles.  

HydePark  Group

Enhanced Equity Strategies

NWQ Investment Management

Value Equities 

Nuveen Asset Management

Fixed Income

Santa Barbara Asset Management

Growth Equities

Symphony Asset Management

Alternatives, Core Equities and Credit Strategies

Tradewinds Global Investors

Global Equities

Winslow Capital

Large-Cap Growth Equities 

Th e industry’s top investment 
specialists populate our 
deep-benched organization. 
Th is highly diversifi ed team 
works in alignment with 
Nuveen’s stability, integrity, 
and long-term perspective.  

Th e result? 
An array of world-class, 
quality-tested, investment 
solutions for Nuveen clients.
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Serving sophisticated institutional investors, HydePark is a market leader in enhanced, 
risk-controlled investment strategies. HydePark’s investment process marries traditional 
fundamental security valuation with proprietary quantitative risk-control techniques. The 
firm’s proprietary wealth-creation model and risk-budgeting portfolio construction process 
enables it to consistently maximize the reward-to-risk profile in all types of markets.

NWQ seeks to capitalize on the appreciation potential of companies whose stock is 
undervalued and poised for positive change. NWQ analysts target catalysts such as new 
management, improving fundamentals, renewed focus, industry consolidation or company 
restructuring. The firm applies its tested, disciplined process over a range of strategies, 
including equity, fixed income, and balanced portfolios. 

Fixed-income specialist Nuveen’s heritage of municipal bond management dates back 
more than a century. The fi rm seeks to generate consistent income over time in response to 
investors’ desire for relatively low risk and attractive after-tax return. Nuveen’s competitive 
advantage is its ability to shop inventories of multiple dealers to fi nd attractive bonds with 
the right structure and price for specifi c requirements. 

Growth specialist Santa Barbara believes that companies exhibiting stable earnings growth 
are positioned to perform well through the vagaries of the business cycle. The fi rm’s analysts 
focus on timeless business fundamentals rather than on transient macroeconomic condi-
tions. Santa Barbara’s investment process results in a diversifi ed portfolio of companies with 
above-average earnings growth potential, fi nancial strength, and reasonable valuations. 

Symphony pursues investment strategies that seek to reduce or eliminate market-related 
risks, using research and quantitative analysis of earnings quality, industry trends, trading 
characteristics and other market-neutral investing techniques.  In both equity and fixed-
income management, the firm seeks to synthesize the best of quantitative and qualitative 
methods into a unified, risk controlled investment process. 

Tradewinds actively manages the undervalued securities of high-quality global corpora-
tions. The firm’s team of seasoned investment professionals applies bottom-up, funda-
mental analysis to identify attractive companies in international, global, and small/mid 
cap categories. Tradewinds examines companies by industry on a global economic basis, 
moving beyond the traditional framework of national sovereignty silos. 

Winslow Capital solely focuses on large-cap growth stocks that demonstrate long-term 
sustainable earnings growth potential, quality cyclical growth, and newer industries with 
rapid growth potential. The fi rm’s investment process, which puts priority on fundamental 
research, allows Winslow’s experienced investment professionals to identify quality growth 
opportunities in the capital markets.



At Nuveen Investments, more than a 

century of investment management 

experience informs our actions today. 

We encapsulate this experience into three key 

principles that guide our decision making:

•   We adhere to discipline . . . because our long 

history of client experience instructs us that a quality 

approach generates best results over time. 

•   We innovate … because clients demand solutions 

that are fresh and compelling. 

•   We think long term … because anything less would 

betray our clients’ interest.  

INVESTMENT DISCIPLINE 

Our boutique investment teams implement 

a distinct and rigorous investment process. 

We unify investment specialization, extensive 

research, and active risk management to 

provide a superlative customer experience. 

We do not pursue investment fads, but 

adhere to the solid principles that served 

our predecessors well.

CONTINOUS INNOVATION 

Evolving client requirements and rapid shifts 

in markets demand unceasing creativity, 

teamwork, and innovation. Our products 

and services are intentionally designed to 

capitalize on market opportunities while 

providing compelling value for our clients. 

We continuously research clients’ emerging 

needs to inform our product development.

LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE

Grounded by more than a century of 

experience, we grasp the crucial importance 

of a long-term perspective. We remain 

committed to meeting the long-term needs of 

our current clients, while anticipating those 

of coming generations. We constantly strive 

to convey to clients that successful 

investing requires patience and perseverance.
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OUR RANGE OF INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS

Institutional money management, mutual funds, 

closed end funds, and separate accounts

INSTITUTIONAL SEPARATE ACCOUNTS

Nuveen Investments’ multi-boutique model delivers quaity portfolio solutions 

through our independent investment teams: HydePark, NWQ, Nuveen, Santa 

Barbara, Symphony, Tradewinds, and Winslow Capital. Together these deeply 

specialized teams, each with a unique style and process, provide our customers 

broad and deep investment expertise in growth and value equities, international 

and global equity strategies, fi xed income and market-neutral alternative invest-

ments and enhanced equity strategies. 

MUTUAL FUNDS

At Nuveen Investments, we take the long-term view in helping investors make 

disciplined choices that strike the right balance between risk and reward. With 

a wide range of institutional-caliber resources and investment solutions, we seek 

to provide the core building blocks of a well-constructed portfolio. Each of our 

distinct asset managers is unifi ed by a disciplined investment philosophy, deep 

specialization and market knowledge, and a focus on risk management. To-

gether, these shared characteristics form the backdrop of our core approach to 

investing.  Our mutual fund strategies include: 

 Value, Growth and Core Equities 

 Global and International Equities 

 Quantitative and Enhanced Equities 

 Targeted Asset Allocation 

 Taxable Fixed-Income 

 Municipal Bonds - National and State-Specifi c 

CLOSEDEND FUNDS

Millions of investors are preparing to enter retirement, and their ability to con-

struct diversifi ed, income-producing investment portfolios is becoming increas-

ingly important. As a leading sponsor of closed-end funds, Nuveen Investments 

draws upon its deeply specialized and independent investment teams to help 

provide investors the tools they need to address their long-term income needs. 

Our closed-end fund strategies include: 

 Equity - Domestic, Global, REIT and Equity Option 

 Debt - Floating Rate, Global and Preferred Securities 

 Municipal - National and State-Specifi c

MANAGED ACCOUNTS* 

We continue to be a leader in the separately managed accounts market, where 

portfolios are individually tailored and actively managed to meet an investor’s 

specifi c investment needs. Within this market, we are known for managing 

high-quality customized portfolios that seek to provide consistent, risk-ad-

justed returns over time. Our clients have access to a full range of investment 

choices off ered through our boutique affi  liates.  Our managed account strate-

gies include: 

 Tax Exempt and Taxable Fixed Income 

 Value Equities 

 Growth Equities 

 Core Equities 

 Global and International Equities

Nuveen Investments provides both the retail and institutional arenas 

with the industry’s leading products and a range of solutions through 

four signifi cant platforms: institutional money management, mutual 

funds, closed-end funds, and separate accounts.  

Contact us at 800-257-8787 or visit www.nuveen.com 
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